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ABSTRACT

In some field applications experts have to decode speech of poor
quality. The speech material to decode is often degraded quite
seriously and can’t be improved or changed to another, ‘clear’
copy. This report describes some principles of noisy speech
recordings processing for improvement of message intelligibility
and quality and some methods of speech enhancement for speech
decoding.

The discussed approaches have a good working record after
many-years of practical use in STC and other institutions which
perform noisy speech records decoding by orders of courts,
prosecutors, law enforcement, emergency and accident
investigation services, etc.

Among main principles of distorted speech recordings pre-
processing and noise cancellation we could note unmasking and
normalization in time and frequency areas. Among main listening
expert methods we could note selective listening, non-standard
binaural listening accounting of short-term and long-term human
ear adaptation to noisy speech.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays law enforcement and security agencies extensively
use overt or hidden means of audio recording for retrieving
information while executing surveillance, investigation or
security actions. At courts speech recordings related to the
criminal case more often play a great role.

Human voice is the basic mean of communication so its
objective fixation on any media (that is a recording) is an
important and sometimes the only source of information on
offence or even the major evidence. Such situations very often
apper while investigating emergencies, extortion, unfair business,
various financial, legal infringements, bribery, acts of terrorism,
hoax calls and also elementary telephone hooliganism. Moreover
the analysis of sound recordings in communication channels or
industrial areas allows to establish channels of outflow of
information, to help to restore details of negotiation, to solve
disputed situations with clients, to check behaviour of the
personnel, to collect the statistics, to restrict non-authorized use
of communication channels.

In many cases the quality of sound recordings turns out low.
The reasons usually are poor performance of field audio
recording devices as well as actual difficulty and impossibility to
receive high-quality ‘pure’ records in specific field conditions
with high levels of background noise and electromagnetic
interferences. The usual way to decode speech of poor quality
record (that is to convert it into a reasonably accurate and
complete written text or transcript) is continuous listening to the
degraded speech record by person without professional
knowledge in this field using standard tape recorder that often

has quite poor characteristics. The usual practice of the Soviet
and Russian law enforcement services in such cases facilitated
arrangement of specialized expert-technical departments which
are carrying out text decoding of noise corrupted records. The
results of their work are considered to be the official conclusion
and the courtregards them authentic judicial proof.

The material of the given report resulted both from practical
experience of forensic examinations in STC and in number of
other organizations and from profound research and modelling of
the process of human perception of noise corrupted speech
signals.

Noise cancellation and text-decoding workstations "IKAR"
developed by STC as well as the technique of text-decoding and
training of the examiners have allowed to create routine standard
technology of poor quality speech recordings processing.
Undoubtedly some constituents of this technology for
optimization of quality improvement and text establishment
processes represent, as the authors see it, general scientific
interest. Those methods are working and open to discussion. In
the given report we shall not pay enough attention to important
questions of selection of examiners and of struggle with
acoustical hallucinations and illusions.

Let's emphasize that the perception of severely deformed
speech allows to reveal many unknown before features of
processes of acoustical perception and allows to form the new
original approaches to this research.

2. METHOD
In forensic-oriented investigations and in other examinations of
poor quality records listening becomes rather a hard task. But in
those applications where field recordings appear it is usually
impossible to discard such a recording or to rerecord them in
better conditions. Often to get to the content of noise buried
speech is an expert’s must which has to be done by him or her at
any effort and quite fast. So there are two connected and
intertwined tasks, namely: to improve speech quality, remove
interference and to decode text of a recording. Despite the fact
that noise cancellation systems and tools are modernized every
year [1, 2, 3, 5] the achieved speech quality after all possible
processing procedures is often not satisfactorily high, and
intelligibility rates remain objectively low. Nevertheless two
basic stages can be almost always singled out: noise cancellation
stage, normalization and preparation of speech material for
listening and stage of actual listening and text decoding.

2.1. Preliminary preparation of speech material for listening.
It is impossible to give a full description of acceptable and
desirable actions of an expert at the first stage of work in such a
brief report. We shall underline here only basic purposes of this
stage.
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§ Unmasking (elimination of psychoacoustical and acoustical
masking influence) in time and spectral areas.

§ Normalization and optimization of decoded speech signal
realization in time, amplitude and frequency.

§ Removal of additive and convolutive interference
(narrowband and wideband ones).

§ Adjustment, matching acoustical output sounding
performance to individual hearing features of every auditor.
Let us discuss this stage of speech recording processing.

Modern software and stand alone devices give enough ample
opportunities on noise cancellation and enhancement of useful
signal [2] nevertheless even after optimal removal of noise and
distortions the quality of the processed speech signal frequently
remains low enough. It is caused by the fact that parameters of
noise and interference are sometimes similar to speech signal.
This fact does not allow them to be distinguished and separated.
Besides initially poor quality of sound recording can be caused
essentially by non-recoverable losses of the useful information,
e.g. because of a small dynamic range of the analog sound
recording equipment. As a result, speech material given to the
experts for text-decoding does not look like the record of ‘pure’
speech signal. In such sound recordings speech loudness can be
less than loudness of interferences in several times (SNR up to -
20 dB), and the initial intelligibility can be equall to zero.

Naturally it is necessary to choose a compromise as to the
degree of influence on the signal by this or that processing. At
one end of the source sound recording processing there is the
most safe speech signal with minimal interference removal and at
the other end there is the most cleaned signal with minimal noise
but with some distortions caused by the processing. After noise
cancellation the signal can be ‘greased’, ‘bitten’, some additional
artefacts can be brought in [5].

Considering general principles of text-decoding it could be
recommended to use several variants of processing and to listen
to them consistently with the assumption that one of the variants
allows to hear one part of the message, and the other variant -
another.

Besides it is necessary to emphasize that there are very
different criteria for good result in text-decoding task and task of
reaching the best subjective quality. For example, at renovation
of old recordings of speech or music, at quality improvement of
live broadcasts more important is the absence in a target signal of
appreciable distortions which subjectively interfere with
perception. The sounding should be the most natural, sometimes
even to the detriment of intelligibility. The ‘bad’ fragments of a
signal can be removed or replaced whenever possible with
similar fragments of the sound recording from other places. On
the other hand at forensic noise corrupted speech text-decoding
all fragments are important, and their removal or replacement are
inadmissible. All speech processing methods are selected so that,
firstly, to remove influence of masking in the maximal degree,
and, secondly, so that the subjective quality of sounding provided
the best intelligibility and comfort of listening. Thus from the
point of view of the usual auditor the sounding of a recording can
be rather unnatural and strange.

It is necessary to note that standard audio editing and CD-
mastering approaches to quality improvement as a rule are less
efficient in processing of noise corrupted recordings with low
initial intelligibility. The point is that usually used technique is
focused on how to make from a ‘good’ signal a ‘very good' one.

A typical task of forensic examiner is to make out speech in a
recording with initial intelligibility of speech lower than 50 % of
words and to establish whether there is speech signal at all and
where exactly. Due to this fact it is reasonable to apply
specialized engineering and methods to tasks of forensic
acoustics [2]. Let's emphasize that for some most difficult cases
automatical removal of interferences and distortions is practically
impossible and almost the only effective technique is the singling
out/distinguishing the signal manually processing of specific
fragments with individual adjustment of processing parameters in
time and spectral areas (e.g. ‘re-drawing' of waveform, drawing
of target filters for separate fragments, etc.).

2.2. Organization of listening
Let us emphasize that the choice of noise cancellation methods is
certainly extremely important, nevertheless we shall discuss it in
other publications. Here we shall stop on methods of text
establishment of poor quality speech recordings based
exclusively on the manner of the material presentation to
auditors. The incredibly ample capabilities of human brain and
acoustical analyzer in adaptation to properties of the perceived
object are used. It is necessary to stress that text-decoding in
difficult cases should be carried out only by means of specialized
digital computer workstations.

The technique described below proved most effective for the
majority of analyzed cases for the majority of auditors that
participated in text-decoding. The specific approaches are
possible, as well as individual non-standard properties of
auditors’ hearing frequently suggest other quite non-standard
methods.

It is possible to list the following basic methods of listening:
1. Listening to a small fragment of the signal with precise setting
of its boundaries by the help of waveform and spectrogram.
2. Listening to the phrase by very small parts with consecutive
moving of their boundaries from the left to the right and from the
right to the left.
3. Using properties/abilities of human binaural hearing while
listening, that is:

pseudostereo,
flying pseudostereo,
composite stereo,
flying interchannel balance.

4. Listening successively to various variants of audio material,
that is:

different variants after noise cancelling,
different volume level of play back,
different playing back modes,
different speed of play back without (and with)
voice/pitch distortions.

5. Using waveforms, dynamic spectrograms, voicograms, pitch
curves, etc.
6. Using the ability of human hearing adaptation to distinguishing
of a useful signal in a noisy background.

We proceed from the supposition that the basic paradigm of
speech perception in adverse sound environment is psychological
concept of foreground-background processing [1]. Here we speak
about person's ability to attend selectively to a particular
components of a heard stimulus. In the case of speech in noise,
the human auditor is listening to the noisy mixture and is free to
give more attention to noise or to speech. In particular, the
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auditor is relating this or that component of a sound to
foreground and is attend more closely to it than to the rest of
sound components. The same person can to attribute the same
sound components to the background and do not pay attention to
them. A typical example is listening to several simultaneously
speaking people. The auditor can arbitrarily concentrate the
attention only on one specific speaker. A bit later he/she will
begin to hear only the voice of this speaker, to distinguish this
speaker’s phrases, and at the same time he/she would not
understanding phrases of other interlocutors.

All the mentioned methods of listening enable the auditor
use abilities of hearing and brain at most. The auditor is enabled
to adjust arbitrarily (consciously) and involuntarily
(subconsciously) to the useful speech signal, to accelerate
procedure of such adjustment, to distinguish the signal input to
human acoustical analyzer and to separate it into foreground and
background. The described above procedures of listening are
discussed in more detail below.

2.3. Selective listening
Listening should be done using precise setting of time boundaries
of an interval to listen. Every non-intelligible signal fragment is
broken down into parts (of about 0.5-5 sec) and every part is
listened to many times. The boundaries of a segment to listen are
established manually with the help of the waveform pictures
(dynamic spectrogram, intonogram [6,7]) so that whenever
possible one sintagm or coherent verbal group is in a listened
segment. Only high accuracy of time boundaries setting with the
help of the graphic image allows to separate interferences from a
target signal and to establish its content. It is especially important
in listening to a mixture of several voices. As a basic explanation
of selective listening efficiency we suggest two main principles.

Firstly, when speech signal parameters are averaged in
human acoustical system, its (this system’s) short-term
adaptation is great enough and really makes some tens hundreds
milliseconds. As a result separate perceived audio events
influence on perception of the next segments of the recording and
can substantially deform it. As the mentioned influence basically
occurs ‘from the present event to the future one’, it is really
possible to recommend to set beginning of play back of each
separate fragment close to the beginning of its first speech sound,
eliminating thus the slightest influence of a previous fragment.

Secondly it is important that the whole fragment is placed
into the auditor’s short-term acoustical memory. We assume that
text-decoding of a fragment is realized by filtering probable
speech elements suitable in sounding (syllables, words, word
collocations) which are unconsciously taken out of long-term
memory. These elements are stored in memory as the standard
templates to some ‘neutral’ sounding. While listening to the
source degraded audio material, the set of probable acoustic
modifications (which ensure optimum conformity of the source
non-standard audio image to the transformed standard templates)
is selected for each set of the checked speech elements -
candidates. It takes a long time to filter the large number of the
templates, their transformation and comparison. In our
estimations it can take about several seconds for one word. All
this time of search the given word should be stored in operative
acoustical memory, otherwise chances of its identification
decrease. Thus listened and decoded in the given work session
number of words (independent speech units) usually should not

exceed the sacramental number 7, and length of a fragment
should be rigidly linked to verbal structure of a fragment and
usually should not exceed 1-5 seconds. The more difficult
acoustical material, the stronger is influence of the given
restriction on result of listening. As the semantic and syntactic
links of words are essential for more effective building of verbal
hypotheses, it is also useful listening to large intervals of a
recording and gradual displacement of segment boundaries on
time axis.

The following experiment indirectly confirms the above-
stated reasons. Naive listeners (police inspectors) were to
establish the text of noise corruptad speech by means of listening
to successively given fragments of 8 seconds duration. It is
statistically authentically established that the probability of
erroneous recognition of words at the end of fragments is 4 times
higher than for words located in the beginning of fragments.

Quite essential factor while listening to poor quality speech
is the occurence of acoustical illusions. In particular, auditors are
inclined to ‘make’ words absent in source audio material. It often
occurs while recognizing the first part of a frequent or context
determined word collocation. The second (absent) part is faked
according to the first recognized part of a combination. The
presence of noise and any separate speech sounds on a place of
an absent word frequently does not allow the auditor to recognize
the mistake. One of typical methods for the control of the
recognized text and struggle with the mentioned illusions is the
listening separately to each word of a phrase, listening to small
parts of it starting from the end and gradually moving to the
beginning of the phrase. Such method of audio material
presentation frequently allows to avoid influence of ‘predicting’
acoustical illusions.

2.4. Binaural listening
Use of human binaural hearing properties allows substantially to
increase efficiency of text-decoding. As an established
experimental fact it is considered that the presentation of the
degraded speech material binaurally with the use of different
variants of the same audio image for different ears allows
essentially to improve reliability of its (image) recognition. This
phenomenon is related to established auditory theory and,
especially, to the integration of incomplete stimulus patterns by
the process of binaural hearing [4]. The technique of binaural
listening can be, for example, the following.

2.5. ‘Pseudostereo’ mode
The simplest way is to give the material through headphones with
a delay between the ears The delay should be adjustable in limits
of + /- 10 msec and selected by an auditor individually. The
listening in such a mode provides subjectively greater comfort of
perception, increases intelligibility and time of effective work. Its
efficiency was estimated in the following way. The team of 10
auditors were given syllable tables of Russian (10 tables with 50
syllables through intervals of 2 sec) mixed with white noise.
Signal to noise ratio was choosen so that the average initial
intelligibility was about 60 %. While listening to syllable tables
in ‘pseudostereo’ mode with individually adjusted time of a delay
between play back channels, the average intelligibility was 65 %.
The increase for some auditors was up to 9 %. In the other
experiment it was estimated the working time of an operator after
which percent of mistakes increases. Noise corrupted verbal
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tables were listened to. It is established that the optimum work
mode is: every 20 minutes of listening should be followed by 10
minutes of rest. The time of effective work increases (from 3
hours 40 minutes till 4 hours 20 minutes and even more for some
auditors).

More complex type of ‘pseudostereo’ uses various delays
for various frequencies of a signal. Some auditors prefer such
complicated listening mode.

2.6. ‘Flying pseudostereo’ mode
In this mode the delay between play back channels continuously
varies with frequency 1-0.01 Hz in the range from +10 up to -10
msec. The frequency and limits the delay are set individually.
The exact measurements of efficiency of the given method is are
being examined. Nevertheless it is possible to say that the
majority of auditors prefer to use this mode of listening in
relation to simple ‘pseudostereo’ mode. Thus a small delay range
(less than 1 msec) and frequency change of about 0.1 Hz are
chosen more often. The auditors consider transition of the delay
through zero as the most substantial point of change. Subjectively
it is described as ‘brightening’ of acoustical perception after such
transition which lasts some seconds after.

The ‘floating balance’ mode is similar in realization and
subjective acoustical impression. It consists in smooth variation
of the loudness in one channel in relation to another one in limits
up to +/- 20 dB.

2.7. ‘Composite stereo’ mode
One maximally cleared variant of the processed signal is played
back to the ‘main’ listener's ear, synchronically with it another
variant of the same signal (different variant of processing or even
non-cleared signal) is played back to the listener’s another ear
using different loudness of each channel [1]. The experiment
similar to described in section 2.4 was conducted in the following
way. The syllable tables were mixed up with noise of the
conditioner. Then this broadband noise was partially removed
with the help of procedure described in [5]. The intelligibility
was estimated: with usual listening it was about 64 % before
clearing and 70 % after clearing. In ‘composite stereo’ mode the
source signal is played back to one ear and the cleared signal – to
another ear. Auditors selected loudness in each channel
individually. The average intelligibility in ‘composite stereo’
mode amounts to 78 % (8 auditors from 10) and 74 %, 69 % (two
other auditors).

2.8. Listening successively to various variants of material
sounding
The described above ‘composite stereo’ mode is effective
because it provides simultaneous presentation to the acoustical
system of two variants of sounding of the same material. It
actually allows better to distinguish and separate audio image
into the foreground and background. The same principle is used
in modes of listening to the material with different volume and
play back speed, with different variants after noise cancelling,
with different variants of play back (through loudspeakers or
headphones), etc. Actually for the greatest efficiency of
recognition it is necessary to vary and to use several methods of
intelligibility improvement.

2.9. Using the ability of human hearing adaptation to
distinguishing of a useful signal in a noisy background.
There is no possibility to speak about all features of human
hearing adaptation in a brief report so we only note a number of
time constants which are quite essential in text-decoding
procedure. Ten skilled examiners were questioned concerning
procedure of text-decoding. Thus estimates of those time
constants were received.

Average time of ‘coming to working mood’, ‘plunging into
listening’ to difficult for perception audio material is 20 - 50
seconds. Average time of reaching the stage of maximal work
productivity in the beginning of work session is 10-30 minutes.
The duration of effective work is usually no more than 4-5 hours.
Average time of reaching the best for the given auditor and given
audio material efficiency in recognition is 48 hours after the first
listening to the material. It means that only on the third day of
work with the material the auditor’s ability of decoding is
optimum. Let us emphasize that the most difficult material is
decoded even by the skilled examiners with speed of about 8-15
seconds of audio material per an hour of work.

3. CONCLUSION
Several vital facts of poor quality speech preception and text-
decoding are described. The methods for optimizing this
procedure are proposed. Among them there are various modes of
listening to audio material using selective attention, binaural
hearing, the concept of acoustical distinguishing of the material
to foreground and background, human acoustical system
adaptation. The principles focused on in the article demonstrated
their effectiveness in numerous speech records investigations for
courts and in difficult cases of text-decoding of crew
conversations in aircraft cockpit [3], recordings made through
poor quality channels, etc. The discussed matters are interesting
scientific phenomena demanding more precise theoretical
explanation. Investigation of human aural perception of speech
patterns of very poor quality gives some new opportunities to
discover and explain unknown features of hearing (and not only
hearing) perception process in general.
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